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Executive Committee Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, September 28, 2022
9:00-10:00am, WebEx

I.

Approval of September 15, 2022, Minutes

II.

Announcements
i. FRDC Jurisdiction Proposal Update

II.

Hurricane Ian—How are faculty faring? What can the college do to support them?

III.

Committee Reports
i. CC
ii. FAC

IV.
Business
Academic Leadership Team Discussion and Planning
i. Division Meeting and Listening Session Reports
ii. Sandbox Activity: Possible Academic Leadership Models

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEETING
September 28,
2022 Minutes
PRESENT
Armenia, Amy; Cornwell, Grant; Davis, Adeline; Diaz-Zambrana, Rosana; Ewing, Hannah;
French, Todd; Griffin, Kevin; Kodzi, Emmanuel; Mathews, Jana; Murdaugh, Anne; Meyers,
Daniel; Mitchell, Akheem; Niles, Nancy; Russell, Emily; Rundell Singer, Susan; Sanders, Rob;
Sejoune, Sendy
Meeting Context
This meeting was originally scheduled for Thursday, September 29th, 2022, from 12:30-1:45pm.
Due to hurricane Ian, Rollins closed their campus on Wednesday, September 28th. The EC meeting
was held via WebEx.
CALL TO ORDER
Jana Mathews called the meeting to order at 9:00 A.M.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM September 15, 2022, EC MEETING
Russell made a motion to approve the minutes from the September 15, 2022, EC Meeting. Niles
seconded the motion. Motion passed unanimously.
Announcements: FRDC Jurisdiction Proposal Update
Mathews updated the committee on the status of the FFRDC proposal (passed during the last
meeting of the spring semester, April 7, 2022). This proposal recommended that all grants and
awards specific to the CLA faculty be reviewed by FRDC, ensuring divisional representation
during the review process. FRDC also proposed creating a rubric for grants, so everyone considers
the same criteria as they review proposals. By implementing this responsibility, the FRDC hoped
they could clarify the reviewing process. Before the FRDC brings their proposal to the full-faculty,
Mathews asked them to first talk with their constituents (international programs, student faculty
collaborative, etc.).
Hurricane Ian
Mathews asked the faculty how both themselves and those they represented were faring. She also
inquired how the committee could support the faculty. She also commented that COVID has helped
the faculty shift from in-person to remote learning more seamlessly.

CC and FEC Committee Reports
Emily Russell and Todd French (via phone call)
Approvals: The CC Committee approved the reassessment of the Verona Spaniel program and a
new, semester long opportunity for students at the University of Paris.
Updates: Currently, the Curriculum and Executive Committees need to approve academic
calendars for the college. Russell reported that the IR major eliminated their global North and South
split.
•

Transfer Credit Policy Changes: Previously, students on an academic or social suspension
were prohibited from pursuing academic credit while they were gone. The Committee now
allows students who are on leave of absence or on social suspension to be able to earn
academic credit, pending approval by the Dean of Students Office.

•

DEI Recruitment and Retention: SGA, student leadership groups, and the DEI Task Force
Five have partnered up in response to DEI initiatives. To help Rollins recruit and retain a
more diverse faculty, they proposed initiating a competency requirement at Rollins. This
semester, they’ll work with faculty partners to brainstorm what a DEI competency will look
like and what the criteria for the competency will be.

FEC: The committee discussed changing the DNS structure to one where the Dean acts as a
collaborative partner with the faculty, rather than overseeing the programs.
Business: Division Meetings and Listening Session Report
Computer Science, Daniel S. Myers, Chair: The faculty discussed that they wanted the future CLA
Dean to have space for strategy and vision casting. Currently, they see the Dean as having to invest
energy on lower-level tasks that could by handed by a coordinator. If this shift in responsibility is
made, the Dean may then have more responsibility to fulfill higher level projects. Per the question
of hiring someone for this role internally versus externally, the faculty preferred a national search.
When discussing the roles that the upcoming CLA Dean will take on, they brainstormed having an
Associate Dean oversee tenure, promotion, and evaluation. These responsibilities are currently held
by the Dean, but if Rollins moves forward with having a more robust structure for teaching
evaluations, the division felt that having someone dedicate special focus to these roles would be
helpful.
Sandbox Activity: Possible Academic Leadership Models
Refer to the Appendix to review the Sandbox Activity results.
Activity Explanation: Mathews noted there is a committee consensus for wanting to hire a CLA
Dean of the Faculty. To effectively plan the structure of this hire (their roles, partnerships, areas of
focus), Mathews created a ‘jam board’ activity. The ‘jam board’ provided members with digital
index cards, each featuring a role that the interim Dean of Academics, Ashely Kistler, and interim
Dean of Advising, Amy Armenia, did. Mathews also included index cards that listed former
responsibilities of the Dean. Every member got their own page and was able to sort the index cards
into categories (Role #1, Role #2, Role #3, Role #4), depending on what they envisioned the role of
the CLA Dean of Faculty to look like. Matthews gave them ten minutes to do this activity.

Activity Discussion: Regarding commonalities between what committee members listed, most
everyone inserted an index card that was related to DEI. Ewing commented that implementing DEI
initiatives while attracting, hiring, and retaining faculty was important, and recognized the need for
a strong connection between faculty development and DEI. Other commonalities that the faculty
identified for the future CLA Dean of Faculty were budget management and overseeing tenure and
promotion.
Mathews then identified two potential structural models for having a CLA Dean of Faculty:
• A CLA Dean of Faculty, one Associate Dean, and faculty directors.
• Replicating the existing structural model and having a CLA Dean and two Associate Deans.
Meyers and Russell advocated for a model that involves a Dean, an Associate Dean, and faculty
directors. President Cornwell advocated for a single Associate Dean model and reminded members
that the administration needs to be as lean as possible. In response to this, Kodzi said he saw the
Dean as having the bulk of budget leadership, with support and oversight to all the other roles,
including tenure and promotion. He followed up this statement by clarifying that having an
Associate Dean handle tenure and promotion, as opposed to the Dean, was a new idea voiced by
committee members.
The committee decided to solicit more feedback from their divisions before proposing a model to
the full faculty in November. When gathering this feedback, Kodzi advised for committee members
to specify what roles and responsibilities need to be fulfilled, and then ask people how they
envisioned delegating the roles among the Dean, Associate Deans, and other positions. Russell
followed up this idea by suggesting that the future CLA Dean could help shape the structure for
supporting roles.
Adjournment
Myers made a motion to adjourn. French seconded the motion. Meeting adjourned at 9:57 A.M.
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